
Building a solid safety foundation with the Spot-r system

Challenge: 
IBK Construction Group is a New York City-based construction company that specializes in concrete superstructure construction, 

foundations, and excavation services. Since 1994, IBK has been attracting a growing list of repeat and new customers, due in large part 

to the organization’s highly skilled workforce and in-house resources. 

On a 20-story ground-up residential building in Brooklyn, NY, IBK Construction was looking for 

innovative ways to improve worker safety. With projects becoming increasingly complex and 

the workforce more diverse, visibility and communication at the jobsite is critically important. 

After coming across Triax’s technology, IBK’s Senior Project Manager tested the Spot-r system and 

quickly adopted it for its ability to detect worker falls and identify worker location on site at any 

point in time.

• Remote visibility into site operations and safety

• Real-time worker location by floor and zone

• Automatic fall detection and worker push-button to report non-fall 
injuries or unsafe practices/conditions

• Daily and weekly reports for headcounts and hours

• Ability to manage worker certifications

123 Linden Blvd.

Approach: 
As the concrete work began at 123 Linden Blvd., Triax’s Client 

Engagement team installed the network, enabling the real-time 

collection and transmission of data from networked devices on site.

IBK Construction Group distributes and collects the wearable Spot-r 

Clips each morning and evening. According to Project Manager Cesar 

Rodriguez:

“It generally takes me 5 minutes to get our computer set-up, which is 

when I gather the Clips and assign them to roughly 130 workers. Once 

workers are badged in, which the device does automatically, I go to the 

jobsite office and cross-check all the employees we have in our system. 

We identify employees that don’t have Clips and make sure they get 

them to maximize the safety benefits of the system. Spot-r has helped 

us determine which employees are on site and where they’re located by 

floor and zone, saving us valuable time.”
Triax’s proprietary Spot-r networked sensor 

technology records and transmits key, real-time 
location, activity, and safety data within a defined 

area on site. On the physical worksite, Spot-r sends 
automatic safety incident alerts to site personnel, 

resulting in faster response to potential injuries and 
enhanced safety culture.

By streamlining processes, remotely monitoring site 
operations and safety, and leveraging the Cloud for 
real-time insights, Spot-r enables site supervisors to 
optimize worksite safety and performance and save 

time aggregating and analyzing project data.

Value Delivered:

Spot-r Clip

Network hardware



Interested in deploying Spot-r on your jobsite?  
Contact us to learn more or schedule a demo: 

www.triaxtec.com | info@triaxtec.com | (203) 803-9879

Spotlight On: Safety 

Objective workforce and safety data, including who, when, 
where, and the height of falls, helps project leaders measure 
safety behaviors and control risk exposures. For example, 
when IBK Construction’s safety superintendent received a 
5-foot fall notification, he went to check out the situation 
and learned that a worker was jumping off scaffolding. With 
technology tools to measure safety behaviors on site, the team 
was able to engage its workforce in a productive dialogue 
about safety, reinforcing proper practices and ensuring that 
every individual has the right tools to complete the job safely. “I was onsite at 123 Linden Blvd. when IBK’s primary 

dashboard user mentioned that she was tasked with 
checking and updating OSHA certifications for everyone 
on the project (120+ workers). I quickly reminded her 
that we uploaded OSHA certifications during the project 
on-boarding, meaning she could easily export them 
at any point to make changes, ultimately saving her 
several hours of work and enabling her to deliver a 
task faster than expected. This interaction was a great 
reminder of a feature we take for granted – exporting 
certifications – making a huge difference to our clients.”

Mike Leonetti, Client Engagement Specialist, Triax 
Technologies

Capturing the data is important, but delivering relevant data, when and where customers need it, is more important. When Timur 

Pozhidaev, the Senior Project Manager who was instrumental in Spot-r’s implementation, requested a feature that would easily track 

worker progression throughout the day, Triax’s Client Engagement team delivered.

By clicking into the Project Zones page, dashboard users can select a certain day – current or historical – and easily monitor worker 

headcounts by floor and zone in 10-minute intervals. This visual representation of worker movements helps identify waste and minimize 

downtime to keep projects moving forward. Data, insights, and action, enabled by Triax’s Spot-r solution.

Easily manage worker 
certifications in the Spot-r 
dashboard 

Ability to set custom 
notifications for certifications 
set to expire and/or if a worker 
arrives on site with an expired 
certification

Select a certain day – current 
or historical – and view 

worker headcounts and 
movement by floor and zone 

in 10-minute increments.

Added feature: Historical slider

“Investments in solutions like Spot-r boost safety and facilitate 
communication across multi-story projects. We take safety 
seriously, and workers know that if they’re going to work on 
our sites, they’re going to adhere to our high safety standards. 
The Spot-r Clip provides crucial visibility and safety benefits.”

Patrick Sinchak, Chief Executive Officer,  
IBK Construction Group


